
Fellow Patriot,
 
Over the last few weeks, we've been tracking major developments in Mexico as they
pertain to the continuing epidemic flood of illegal aliens, crime, and drugs across our
southern border.  What we've found amid these developments is VERY alarming... in
fact, scary.

I'm not an alarmist, but I am willing to tell it like it is and share the raw facts about the
roiling threats to our national security and sovereignty....

...and let me tell you, they are NOT getting better!

And as if things weren't already bad enough with a severe recession, rampant criminal
activity, and illegal incursions into our southwestern states, things are about to get even
worse.

Our fellow patriot and Minuteman columnist Tony Dolz has just published a
groundbreaking expose on the impending threat that Mexico poses to our
republic...revealing new and dangerous developments that have culminated in the last
18 months with Mexico assessed by our own U.S. military as profoundly unstable.

The Wall Street Journal has reported that the U.S. Joint Forces Command in Norfolk,
Virginia "warned recently that an unstable Mexico 'could represent a homeland security
problem of immense proportions to the United States.'"
 
The Los Angeles Times added that the report said Mexico must be "monitored alongside
Pakistan as a 'weak and failing' state that could crumble swiftly under relentless assault
by violent drug cartels."
 
The U.S. Joint Forces Command report was only one of several alarms being sounded



on the deteriorating security situation on our southern border.

Tony reveals:

"The Perfect Storm is brewing.  Millions of refugees escaping war, hunger and
violence in Mexico may storm our Southern border during the Obama first

term. The Winds of Change threaten to align an Economic Depression of historical
dimensions, massive unemployment and civil disorder against a sea of pressing

refugees."

 his timely report, Tony explains how the powerful drug cartels have overrun the Mexican
government - at every level - and now have almost complete control of every aspect of
Mexican society. We're not making this up!  Consider the following escalations in Mexico
in recent months:

·Drug use in Mexico has doubled since 2002.

·Civilian deaths in the drug war stand at 7,000 rivaling 9,000 in Iraq in the same 12
month period.

·Armed Mexican kidnappers are snatching victims in Phoenix, AZ, for ransom, turning
the city into the "kidnap capital" of the U.S.

·The cities of Tijuana, Ciudad Juarez, Reynosa and Monterrey are virtually under
drug cartel control and many other cities are teetering.

And that's just the tip of the iceberg! 
 
If you're like me, you're wondering what our federal government is going to do about it...
  

Great question! Shortly after the inauguration of Barack Obama,
Minuteman PAC Honorary Chairman Chris Simcox and Minuteman Civil Defense Corps
Vice-President Carmen Mercer hand-delivered to the White House a comprehensive
plan to deploy U.S. troops along the southern border to effectively shut it down and
prepare for the worst-case-scenario in Mexico.

Well...it seems there are those in the Obama administration who have begun considering
our advice in the last week, with indications that they just might have to follow much of



our plan. Or perhaps -- despite the fact that the Obama administration's pro-amnesty
agenda is diametrically opposed to our border-security, national sovereignty principles --
they know something about the coming catastrophe that they're not telling us!

As the saying goes, "their actions speak so loudly, we can't hear a word they're saying." 
And indeed, recent events within the Obama administration are revealing quite a bit
about the Mexican crisis!

Additional details in Tony's expose:

"Fresh from his rushed meeting with Mexican military leaders on Friday, Joint
Chiefs of Staff Chairman Adm. Mike Mullen, met with President Barack Obama
today on a week-end briefing on the probabilities of a Mexican government
collapse and United States military options... Millions of Mexican "refugees" may
overrun the Southern border, if not in 2009, then at some point within the first
Obama term, U.S. intelligence sources speculate... Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton met with key members of the House Select Committee on Intelligence last
Thursday immediately following her first overseas trip since her nomination was
approved. Clinton´s opening remark was that the greatest threat to our internal
security was the Mexican border and the possible collapse of the Mexican
government."  

Folks this is REAL! And it may be the greatest threat to our
national security and sovereignty we have ever faced as a nation! That's why Minuteman
PAC is stepping up our efforts to put critical pressure on leaders BOTH in Washington,
D.C. and in the states to prepare for this disaster by putting troops along the border NOW!

If we, as a nation, are not prepared for a flood of millions of Mexican refugees, billions of
dollars in drugs, third-world diseases, rampant crime waves and more, then we'll be
forced to face down this threat as individual citizens... defending our homes and
communities one by one.

We've done it before and we'll do it again, but it WILL be a long, hard road that will cost
us MANY LIVES.

That's why we need your continued support as we lobby our leaders and keep the
pressure on them to ACT and to act NOW! Mexico is verging on collapse into complete
anarchy, run by the lawless and blood-thirsty drug cartels.  And without a Mexican
military to slow them down, both criminal gangs and desperate refugees will spill over in
massive numbers across the porous U.S. border, and into our cities and neighborhoods.



The Roman Empire fell in precisely the same way...BECAUSE IN THEIR PRIDE AND
ARROGANCE, THEY REFUSED TO SECURE THEIR BORDERS!

The United States of America is the lone superpower in the world -- just as Rome was --
and we can fall just as easily...

...that's why we MUST stand now -- liberal and conservative -- PATRIOTS ALL, to
protect our sovereignty, our communities, our families.

Folks, this is as real as it gets! Get your FREE report and help Minuteman PAC force
our government's hand! Congress and the Executive branch are sworn "to protect and
defend" these United States.  Will they act?
 
For the republic,

 
Brett Farley
Executive Director
Minuteman PAC
http://www.minutemanpac.com/
 
P.S. Mexico is on the verge of collapsing under the violent turf battles and deep
corruption of the drug cartels.  The police, the military, and the Mexican
government have been bought off by international crime syndicates and a Mexican
drug-families cartel system that pumps $140 billion from the drug trade every
year!  They don't stop at our southern border; their ruthless criminal violence has
already been identified in over 200 major U.S. locales, and threatens to pour into
more American towns and cities and take them over as well... GET THE FREE
REPORT ON MEXICO'S IMPENDING COLLAPSE! 


